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Learn to dye and wear your own colorful designs, with 33 terrific projects that use fade-resistant,

easy-to-apply cold water dyes and popular tie-dyeing techniques.
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I bought what was supposed to be an informative, original ideas how to book, which it was. Except

all the material, and more, is available for free, with on line videos, from dharma.com. To the

authors credit they mention dharma.com as a supplier for dyes and shirts. They just don't mention

the dozens of free videos also freely available, with better instructions. The China printed book is at

most a garage sale item at a quarter or fifty cents. If there was one or two popular projects that were

"secret" the cost would be worth it, but not only was it lacking that, which projects it did list were

rehashed from the sixties.

I purchase this for my daughter in law, who loves to tie dye. She has already made one of the shirts

from the book (the watermelon), and she has her eyes on several others. This was an Easter gift,

and she was so excited to receive it. I was very please with this purchase!!

I haven't tried making anything from the book but I read through it and the techniques were spelled

out very well. The pictures in the book were great and I would say inspiring. I can't wait to give it a

try. I made a tie-dye shirt many many years ago and I wore it out. I loved it but it didn't hold a candle



to the lovely shirts in the book. I wish I had this book way back then. I am so glad I got it, it's not a

big book but a good price for all the information and pictures it has. In my opinion, this is a great

buy.

Tie-Dye 101: How to Make Over 20 Fabulous Patterns (Design Originals) Very easy to follow

instructions for different designs ... I was hoping for more though. It is more like a pamphlet than a

book

Good photos and instructions. Shows the steps, ingredients, and how to prepare items very well.

Loved the shibori, star, and flag folding techniques, the other designs are a bit bland, and simplistic,

but it is well worth buying.

great book it had all three designs that I was looking for and very detailed instruction plus a couple

designs I had not seen and all shirts turned out better than I was hopping for. The secret is to soak

the shirts in soda ash

For those who cannot use the Internet, or children. Did not have 20 designs and had less than 15

pages..

If you've never, ever done tie dye before, you'll probably find this useful, otherwise, don't expect to

learn any earthshattering tricks or tips from this one.I learned the vast majority of what this book

contains from asking a few questions of the craft staff at the YMCA of the Rockies.Looks like I'll

have to invest in the comprehensive video series on the same subject. Or perhaps Santa will bring it

because I have been soooooo very good this year.PS-Seller was awesome. I received it in no time

flat. Thanks!!
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